


Proud to be Italians, we are honoured to introduce to you our incredible destination.

Based in Sicily, heart of the Mediterranean area, our mission is to create unique experiential tours, weddings incentive travels. With great passion, every day we take 
care of all the details in order to turn an ordinary journey in your exclusive experience. Everything we offer is tested and approved to meet the high standards that our 
guests deserve.

Welcome to Your Exclusive ExPerience.
Francesco Scuto

Vincenzo Tura 



Sicily



Sicily

Forged from Mount Etna, Sicily was born,
land of sea, art, culture, scents and tastes!

“To have seen Italy without having seen Sicily
is to not have seen Italy at all,

for in Sicily lies the key to everything”
J. W. von Goethe
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Sicily

S“Sicily is more beautiful than any woman”
Truman Capote
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Italy

Artists such as Michelangelo, visionaries as Leonardo Da Vinci,
scientists as Galileo Galilei and fashion-designers as Valentino:

this is the fabric in which Italy was weaved

“I love places that have an incredible history.
I love the Italian way of life. I love the food. I love the people.

I love the attitudes of Italians”
Elton John



“Capri on the Amalfi Coast in Italy
is my ultimate holiday destination”

Vidal Sassoon



Rome

“Italy has changed. But Rome is Rome”
Robert De Niro 



“I am a product of my native land, Tuscany” 
Andrea Bocelli



Venice



Lake Como



Experience

“Experience is the teacher of all things”
Julius Caesar

“Experience without theory is blind,
but theory without experience is mere intellectual play”

Immanuel Kant 
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Sport

“Experience, travel - these are
an education in themselves” 

Euripides
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Tasting



Cooking Class



Wedding

Make a wish,
we will make it come true.

“Love is an ideal thing, marriage a real thing”
J. W. von Goethe
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Incentive

Unique landscapes, art, food and experiences are what make
an incentive program a celebration of your organizational culture.

Italy, with so many uniquely attractive features,
has everything you can look for.

“Excellence is not an act, but a habit”
Aristotle



Incentive



Greetings from your exclusive team

“A man who has not been in Italy,
is always conscious of an inferiority,
from his not having seen what it is
expected a man should see”  
Samuel Johnson



Approved by

YOUR EXCLUSIVE EXPERIENCE
VIA MORGIONI, 45, 95027   |   SAN GREGORIO DI CATANIA

VIA NARCISO COZZO, 22A, 90139   |   PALERMO
SICILY   |   ITALY

RESERVE@YOUREXCLUSIVEEXPERIENCE.COM


